<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TO: ANNAN, UNATIONS, NEW YORK</th>
<th>FROM: J.-R. BOOH-BOOH, SRSG UNAMIR, KIGALI, RHADA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INFO: SITUATION CENTRE, DPKO, NEW YORK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAX: 001 (212) 963 9053</td>
<td>FAX: (250) 84265</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SUBJECT:** DAILY SITREP 301600B NOV TO 011600B DEC 93.

**NUMBER OF PAGES, INCLUDING THIS COVER:** 3

**DIRECT**

1. **PLEASE FIND ATTACHED THE DAILY SITREP MENTIONED ABOVE.**
2. **REGARDS.**

---

**SRSF FC CAO**
FROM: UNAMIR, KIGALI.

SITREP COVERING PERIOD 301600Z NOV TO 011600Z DEC 93.

I. GEN SITUATION. TENSE DUE TO KILLING IN RUHENGEBI ON THE NIGHT OF 29/30 NOV AND REPORTED INTRUSION BY BURUNDI ARMY INTO RWANDA ON 30 NOV. PATIENTS AND MEDICAL STAFFS HAD ABANDONED LOCAL HOSPITALS OUT OF FEAR AND UNCERTAINTY IN RUHENGEBI BUT HAVE SINCE RETURNED.

II. FRACTIONAL ACTIVITIES.
   a. POLITICAL. NTR
   b. MILITARY.
      (1) RGF.
         (a) RGF AND GENDARMERIE CARRYING OUT EXTENSIVE PTL AROUND RUHENGEBI.
         (b) MANY NEW CHECK POINTS ESTABLISHED BY RGF ON THE ROAD OF KIGALI-RUHENGEBI.
         (c) UNMOS IN RUHENGEBI REPORTED OF HEARING RIFLE SHOTS FROM GENDARMERIE CAMP AND HILLS SOUTH OF THE TOWN WHICH CREATED PANIC WITHIN THE POPULATION. WHILE FLEEING THEIR HOMES IN PANIC 3 OR 4 PEOPLE DIED WHEN THEY WERE RUN OVER BY VEHICLES.
         (d) RGF UNITS ON ALERT AND REINFORCED CERTAIN POSITIONS ON THE SOUTH OF NATIONAL PARK OF VOLCANOS (3834) AND RUHENGEBI.
      (2) RPF. NTR
      (3) OTHERS. NTR

III. OWN MILITARY ACTIVITIES.
   a. HQS. FC CONDUCTED AN ON-SITE LOOK/SHOW THE FLAG IN RUHENGEBI AND AREA OF KILLINGS OF 29/30 NOV 93. NO HARD EVIDENCE OF PERPETRATORS FOUND SO FAR. ALL LOCAL CIVIL AUTHORITIES AND MILITARY COMMANDERS WERE MET AND CONSIDERABLE HEADWAY WAS MADE IN FORCING THESE PEOPLE TO GET SPECIFIC INFO BEFORE LIBERALLY ACCUSING THE RPF OF CONDUCTING SUCH ACTS.
   b. SECTORS.
      (1) KIGALI. NTR
      (2) DMZ.
         (a) AN UN TUNISIAN SLDR AT NKUMBA (6938) FIRED A
SINGLE ROUND IN THE AIR WHEN TWO ARMED INTRUDERS TRIED TO SCALE THE SECURITY FENCE AT 2330 HRS ON 30 NOV. INTRUDERS FLED AWAY. NO CAS.

(b) CONDUCTED ROUTINE PTL WITHIN OWN AOR.

c. MILOPS.

(1) CONDUCTED ROUTINE PTL WITHIN OWN AOR.

(2) ALL UNMO TEAMS AT KIGALI WERE DESPATCHED TO NUMENGERI TO MONITOR AND FACILITATE THE SITUATION.

(3) ESCORTED UNICEF DELEGATION TO BUMBA (8136), 24 TRUCKS CONVOY OF WORLD FOOD PROGRAMME FROM GATUNA TO KIGALI, UNDP RESIDENT REPRESENTATIVE TO MULINDI (0436).

IV. HUMANITARIAN ACTIVITIES. NTR

V. CIVIL AFFAIRS. NTR

VI. LOGISTICS. WITH THE CHANGE IN SITUATION IN RWANDA IT IS BECOMING EXTREMELY DIFFICULT TO CARRY OUT PTL TASKS, MOVEMENT OF TROOPS, PROVIDE ESCORTS, QUICK INVESTIGATION OF ANY INCIDENT AND RAPID FLOW OF INFORMATION FROM THE FIELD DUE TO INADEQUATE NUMBER OF VEHICLES AND RADIO SETS IN UNAMIR.

VII. MISCELLANEOUS.

a. REFERENCE OUR SITREP PERIOD COVERING 251600G NOV TO 261600G NOV 93, BLOWING UP OF BELGIAN RED CROSS 5 TON TRUCK AT DMZ (7531) WITH ANTI-TANK MINE; INVESTIGATION TEAM CONCLUDED THAT AN EXPLOSIVE DEVICE HAD BEEN BURIED AND BROUGHT TO EXPLOSION. THE TEAM ALSO USED MINE DETECTORS AND CONCLUDED THAT THERE WERE NO MINES IN THAT AREA. IT MAY BE MENTIONED THAT A TUNISIAN PLATOON VEHICLE PASSED OVER THE SAME SPOT ONLY AN HOUR BEFORE THE EVENT.

b. IT IS ALLEGED THAT BURUNDI ARMY INTRUDED INTO RWANDA AND KILLED NUMBER OF RWANDESE ON 10 NOV (SOURCE: RADIO RWANDA). A SPECIAL TEAM SENT TO THE AREA TO ASSESS THE SITUATION.

c. BANGLADESH RECCE TEAM FINISHED THEIR RECCE AND FLEW BACK TO BANGLADESH ON 31 DEC.